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Storage Facility #__________  How old________ 
 
Labeling of storage? 
 
Labeling of pesticides? 
 
Paperwork: MSDS, reported to internal emergency response? 
 
List of phone numbers clearly posted? 
 
PPE stored inside? 
 
Decontamination:  
Kits 
Eye wash 
Soap 
Towels 
Kitty litter 
Broom  
Soap 
Shower 
towels 
 

Product selection 
 Safe: label read, label signal word highlighted, least hazardous product chosen 

 Questionable: label not read, common sense approach to safety used 

 Dangerous: labels not read, no safety precautions use or same light precautions used from 
product to product 

 Quantity purchased 

 Safe: enough to do the job 

 Questionable: in excess of that needed BUT with safe storage 

 Dangerous: buy new each time without using up or disposing of old 

 Quantity stored 

 Safe: none stored or seasonal storage of less than 1 gallon or 10 lbs 

 Questionable: more than 1 gallon or 10 lbs stored long term 



 Dangerous: more than 55 gallons or 550 lbs of pesticide in long term storage  

 Formulations stored 

 Safe: most dry 

 Questionable: mix of liquid and dry 

 Dangerous: mostly liquid 

 Labels on containers 

 Safe: In original containers with original lables and date of purchase on container 

 Questionable: original containers with missing or illegible labels 

 Dangerous: not stored in original containers 

 Storage of products 

 Safe: pesticides stored alone, never w2ith personal protective equipment and fertilizers 

 Questionable: pesticides stored with PPE (volatiles can compromise integrity of PPE) 

 Dangerous: pesticides stored with fertilizers (serious fire hazard since fertilizers are 
oxidizers that will support fire in the absence of oxygen or with the application of 
extinguishers) 

 Storage flooring 

 Safe: impermeable surface with no cracks and with sealed joints or curbs to prevent 
leaking 

 Questionable: Impermeable surface but with cracks or no curbs 

 Dangerous: permeable surface such as wood or dirt or impermeable with extensive 
cracking or leak points 

 Storage flooring DRAINAGE 

 Safe: no floor drain or drain to storage tank 

 Questionable: floor drain to uninspected or never emptied storage tank 

 Dangerous: floor drain to permeable surface like soil or wood 

 Storage ventilation 

 Safe: good ventilation with fan that turns on with light switch 



 Questionable: no attention paid to ventilation as long as container is in good shape 

 Dangerous: poor ventilation areas chose because they are out of the way, or nobody goes 
there anyway 

 Storage security 

 Safe: fenced or locked area separate from most or all other activities 

 Questionable: open to activity that could cause spills or damage containers directly or 
indirectly 

 Dangerous: open access to theft, vandalism or attractive nuisance activity by children or 
animals 

 Water source 

 Safe: separate water tank 

 Questionable: hydrant away from well 

 Dangerous: hydrant near well of water or obtained directly from well 

 Filling supervision 

 Safe: constant 

 Questionable: frequent 

 Dangerous: seldom or never 

 Loading platform 

 Safe: concrete pad (no cracks) with curbs plus sump to collect and transfer leaks and 
spills to storage OR mixing, loading area greater than 100 feet down slope from water 
source 

 Questionable: loaded on level paved driveway or concrete pad (no cracks) OR mixing 
and loading area greater than 50 feet down slope from well 

 Dangerous: no containment, pills soak into ground OR less than 50 feet down slope or 
w/in 100 feet upslope from a well 

 Spray application distance from water 

 Safe: more than 200 feet from any well, and more than 30 feet from open water or tile 
drain inlet 



 Questionable: 200-150 feet from a well, less than 30 feet from open water or a tile drain 
inlet 

 Dangerous: less than 150 feet from a well and on top of water source or drain inlet 

 Doing Your Part 

 Application conditions 

 Safe: low wind, no storms, cool and humid 

 Questionable: slight wind, hot humid, no storms 

 Dangerous: spraying without regard to environmental conditions 

 Site knowledge 

 Safe: know whereabouts of wells, abandoned wells, ponds, streams, wetlands, water 
sources, pH of all areas you intend to treat ( makes a difference in performance), depth of 
water table, soil texture, make sure areas buffered between you and water 

 Questionable: not knowing some of the info 

 Dangerous: not knowing any of the info 

 Equipment maintenance 

 Safe: calibrate at the begining of the season, for every 250 acres sprayed and after 
changing any equipment like wheels, nozzles, pressure gauges 

 Questionable: calibrate at beginning of season only 

 Dangerous: never calibrated or only after a breakdown120  

 Rinse water disposal 

 Safe: sprayer rinsed at application site, applied to site or used as diluent in next load 
provided you are using same chemical 

 Questionable: rinse back at loading site, dumped close by or near a water source 

 Dangerous: rinse back at loading site, rinse water dumped on site 

 Spills and field application 

 Safe: immediate clean up, location of field cleaning, mixing, loading always varies 

 Questionable: deal with spills “soon” after they happen, location of cleaning, mixing, 
loading sometimes varies 



 Dangerous: spills not dealt with until long after if at all, always do cleaning, mixing, 
loading same place 

 Inspection and emergency planning 

 Safe: plumbing and well connections inspected annually, emergency plan, phone 
numbers and equip for fire or spills reviewed and checked regularly 

 Questionable: only inspections after breaks/leaks, emergency contacts not reviewed or 
checked 

 Dangerous: no inspections ever, no emergency plan or phone numbers in place 

 Soil compaction 

 Safe: soil not compacted 

 Questionable: soil moderately compacted leading to reduced infiltration and runoff 

 Dangerous: severe compaction, runoff 

 
 


